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Abstract— Video coding focuses on reducing the data size of
videos. Video stabilization targets at removing shaky camera
motions. In this paper, we enable video coding for video stabilization by constructing the camera motions based on the motion
vectors employed in the video coding. The existing stabilization
methods rely heavily on image features for the recovery of
camera motions. However, feature tracking is time-consuming
and prone to errors. On the other hand, nearly all captured
videos have been compressed before any further processing and
such a compression has produced a rich set of block-based motion
vectors that can be utilized for estimating the camera motion.
More specifically, video stabilization requires camera motions
between two adjacent frames. However, motion vectors extracted
from video coding may refer to non-adjacent frames. We first
show that these non-adjacent motions can be transformed into
adjacent motions such that each coding block within a frame
contains a motion vector referring to its adjacent previous frame.
Then, we regularize these motion vectors to yield a spatiallysmoothed motion field at each frame, named as CodingFlow,
which is optimized for a spatially-variant motion compensation.
Based on CodingFlow, we finally design a grid-based 2D method
to accomplish the video stabilization. Our method is evaluated in
terms of efficiency and stabilization quality, both quantitatively
and qualitatively, which shows that our method can achieve
high-quality results compared with the state-of-the-art methods
(feature-based).
Index Terms— CodingFlow, video stabilization, video coding,
camera motion, mesh grid, spatial-temporal optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

V

IDEOS captured by moving devices, e.g., hand-held
cameras or cameras mounted on vehicles, often suffer
from strong shakiness, which severely damages the viewing
experiences. Video stabilization [1]–[9] tries to improve the
video quality by removing unwanted camera motions, thus
rendering videos with smooth transitions in the temporal
domain. The existing video stabilization methods heavily rely
on image features [10] for the recovery of camera motions.
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Some methods [1], [5] match image features between neighboring frames while others [2], [3] track them for a certain
range of frames (e.g., 30 consecutive frames [11]). Feature
matching and tracking are very time-consuming, e.g., they take
70% ∼ 80% of the run-time of the whole stabilization system.
Moreover, they are sensitive to the type of camera motions and
scene contents. For instance, video frames under quick camera
motions (e.g., quick swing or fast zooming) often yield lowquality features so that the number of matched features or
the length of tracked motions is limited. Textureless regions is
another challenge that disturbs a high-quality feature detection.
On the other hand, some methods [12], [13] rely on gyroscopes
for the recovery of camera motions. However, gyroscopes can
only smooth rotational motions, leaving translational motions
uncompensated. Furthermore, gyroscopes are not applicable to
all levels of cameras.
Video coding aims at removing spatial (intra coding mode)
and temporal (inter coding mode) redundancies within the raw
video data. Nearly all captured videos have been compressed
before storage and distribution, because an uncompressed
video can easily reach dozens of gigabytes. In the inter
coding mode [14], [15], motion vectors of image blocks are
estimated across multiple frames. We find that these motion
vectors not only link image blocks with similar contents, but
also provide strong cues for revealing the camera motion.
However, these valuable motion cues are ignored completely
in all existing feature-based video stabilization methods. In
this work, we propose to use the motion vectors extracted
from the video coding for video stabilization. Because all
processing associated with image features (feature detection,
feature matching, and feature tracking) is no longer needed,
our proposed method can offer a much lower computational
complexity. In the meantime, we will show that our method
can provide a competitive performance as compared with the
feature-based methods
Early stabilization methods [1], [7], [16] deal with global
motions that can be described by a single parametric transformation model (e.g., affine or homography). Nevertheless,
videos containing parallax and depth variations often require
spatially-variant motion representations, where each part of a
frame can be smoothed differently, leading to smaller motion
residuals. Therefore, we are more interested in methods that
can handle spatially-variant motions. In general, these methods
can be classified into two categories, smoothing long feature
tracks [2], [3], [11], [17] and smoothing multiple transformation models [5], [6], [8]. If long feature tracks are present,
the full 3D or partial 3D structures can be recovered, and
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smoothing of them can lead to a high-quality stabilization.
However, long feature tracks are usually hard to obtain in
consumer videos. Especially, both the track length and the
number of tracks drop quickly when the camera undergoes a
quick rotation or zooming.
On the other hand, smoothing of multiple transformation
models is more robust to various types of camera motions as
it only requires the feature matching between adjacent frames.
Here, a single frame is usually divided into several parts and
a local transformation model is estimated for each part, thus
yielding multiple affines [8], homographies [5], or even nonparametric dense flows [6] that can represent spatially-variant
motions. In this work, we follow the multiple transformation
approach, but replace the feature matching by the motion
vectors extracted from the video coding.
Notably, motion vectors extracted in video coding may not
necessarily correspond to the camera motion, as they are
not designed for estimating the camera motion. In fact, a
motion vector in video coding refers to a place that yields the
minimum compensation residue. After extensive experiments,
not surprisingly, we have found that the majority of motion
vectors do coincide with the camera motion. That is, if an
image block moves to a place according to the camera motion
(e.g., the optical flow of that block), this place also has a
high probability to yield the minimum residue. Of course,
we also notice that a small part of “outliers” violates the
camera motion, which would be regularized in our method.
In this paper, we propose a new motion model for video
stabilization, named as CodingFlow, that is constructed from
the motion vectors estimated during the video coding procedure. CodingFlow is a spatially-smoothed and sparse motion
field that describes camera motions between adjacent frames.
For P frames (predictive frames) and B frames (bidirectional
references), we design two recursive algorithms to manipulate
the inter motions of image blocks at frame t so that each only
refers to its previous frame t − 1. Then, a regular grid mesh
is placed onto each frame. The motion vector of each grid is
propagated to its mesh vertices. Notably, a mesh vertex may
receive multiple motion vectors. CodingFlow is produced by
assigning each vertex an unique motion vector through median
filters for spatial smoothness. Next, the path optimization is
conducted on the vertex profiles, which are motion vectors
collected at the same vertex position through CodingFlow over
time. Due to the property of strong spatial smoothness, vertex
profiles can be optimized independently such that the path
optimization can be conducted in parallel for an improved
efficiency. Finally, the stabilized frames are rendered according
to the smoothed vertex positions. In summary, the main
contributions of our work are:
• A method of manipulating inter-frame motion vectors
such that these manipulated motion vectors of each frame
only refers to its adjacent previous frame.
• CodingFlow, a sparse motion field that is generated from
video coding for spatially-variant motion representation
and stabilization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents
an overview of the related works. Sec. III discusses details on
how the motion vectors are extracted and then manipulated
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with respect to P-frames and B-frames. Sec. IV presents
the estimation of the CodingFlow. Sec. V discusses how to
stabilize CodingFlow for video stabilization. Sec. VI discusses
our approach in several aspects. Experiments are presented
in Sec. VII with comparisons to previous approaches. Finally,
Sec. VIII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Video Coding
Video coding focuses on reducing the data size by removing
redundancies in the raw video data. There are two types of
redundancies in the raw video data: the spatial redundancy
and the temporal redundancy. The former one refers to the
structural similarity between neighboring pixels within a single
frame and the later one stands for the content similarity across
several adjacent frames. In the classical video coding, two
coding modes, i.e., the intra coding and the inter coding,
are designed to remove these two types of redundancies
accordingly. More specifically, removing of redundancies in
video frames is performed on the block-by-block basis. In both
coding modes, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [18],
quantization, and entropy coding are often utilized to compress
each image block.
In the redundency-removing procedure, DCT plays a
rather important role as it transforms an image block in
the pixel domain into the frequency domain so that the
block’s energy is much more compacted into only a few
coefficients. Recently, several new transforms, such as the
directional DCT (DDCT) [19], [20] and some novel unitary
transforms [21], have been proposed to further improve the
performance. Meanwhile, the integer DCT [22] has been
developed to support the hardware-based implementation.
Furthermore, the rate-distortion optimization (RDO) [23]
principle has been introduced in video coding to balance the
bit-consumption and coding distortion during the compression.
Meanwhile, it has been demonstrated for a long time that
removing of temporal redundancies would become much more
efficient through the so-called motion-compensated prediction (MCP) [24], [25]. Because of this, MCP has been adopted
in all video codecs to construct the inter coding mode. In MCP,
a motion vector (MV) is used to identify a predictive block
from the previously-coded frames for the current block. The
procedure of searching for the best MV is called motion
estimation (ME). The most straightforward way to find the
optimal MV is to do an exhaustive search. However, such
a searching strategy leads to a high cost. To solve this
problem, a large number of fast search algorithms have been
proposed. Several widely-recognized algorithms are the threestep search (TSS) [26], the new three-step search (NTSS) [27],
the four-step search (4SS) [28], and the diamond-shaped
search [29].
B. Video Stabilization
Video stabilization methods can be roughly categorized
into 3D [2], [9], [30], [31], 2D [1], [5]–[7], [16] and
2.5D [3], [11] methods according to their different motion
models.
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Liu et al. proposed a 3D method that relies on the full
3D reconstruction [2]. Liu et al. [30] and Smith et al. [31]
adopted a depth camera and light-field camera for the robust
3D recovery. Moreover, plane constraints can be introduced
for the better regularization [9], [32]. Meanwhile, gyroscopes
were also adopted for the efficient recovery of 3D orientations [12], [13]. Jia and Evans constrained the 3D rotations
during the path smoothing [33]. In general, these full 3D
reconstruction is fragile because of tracking failures and scene
degenerations.
To solve this problem, some 2.5D methods can relax the
requirement of full 3D reconstruction to some partial 3D
information. For instance, Liu et al. proposed to smooth
feature tracks in a subspace to maintain 3D relationship
during stabilization [3], and Goldstein and Fattal used epipolar
geometry for 3D coherence maintaining [11]. Such partial
3D information is embedded in the long feature trajectory.
However, long feature tracks are hard to obtain in many
consumer videos due to quick camera motions.
In contrast, the 2D methods only match features between
neighboring frames. Thus, they are more robust to different
types of camera motions. Early 2D methods estimated a
single homography between each pair of two neighboring
frames and then smoothed all estimated homographies after
cancatenating them, referred to as the 2D camera path, for
stabilization [1], [4]. More recently, Grundmann et al. estimated a single homography between two adjacent frames
and employed cinematographic rules for the camera path
design [7]. Then, the single homography is divided into
a homography array for the rolling shutter correction [8].
Meanwhile, Liu et al. adopted “as-similar-as-possible” image
warping for spatially-variant motion estimation [5] in which
the bundled camera paths were approximated and smoothed
for the stabilization. User interactions could further improve
the performance [34]. Liu et al. estimated a dense and
spatially-smoothed optical flow between two adjacent frames
and upgraded the raw flow into spatially smooth steadflow for
stabilization [6]. Recently, the dense flow is simplified into
a sparse flow according to image feature matches, aiming at
online processing [35]. In this work, we adopt a similar idea,
but estimate a spatially-smoothed sparse flow using the motion
vectors extracted from the video coding.
III. I NTER M OTION M ANIPULATION
Although the newest video coding standard is H.265/HEVC,
we choose to describe our inter motion manipulation based
on the H.264/AVC framework because its structure is not
as complicated as H.265/HEVC. Note that exactly the same
processing applies to H.265/HEVC. In H.264/AVC, each frame
is processed in units of macroblocks of size 16 × 16. Each
macroblock can be encoded in intra or inter mode, where
the former aims at reconstructing the frame using samples in
the current frame while the latter uses motion-compensated
prediction from one or more reference frames. We focus on
the inter mode in this work.
In H.264/AVC, a tree-structured motion compensation strategy is supported, where each macroblock can be further
divided into smaller sizes, including 16 × 8, 8 × 16, 8 × 8,
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Fig. 1. An example of inter motion manipulation on P-frames. All blocks
are with the same spatial location at different frames. Each block refers to
a previous frame. The motion vectors are indicated by solid arrows. The red
arrow indicates the desired inter motion at the fourth frame, which will be
derived by our inter-motion manipulation algorithm. The intermediate motion
vectors are shown in dashed arrows.

8 × 4, 4 × 8, and 4 × 4. The division is performed by the
encoder according to a rate-distortion optimization (RDO). For
example, some image regions in one frame are divided into
16 × 16 due to their homogeneities, while others with rich
image details may correspond to a smaller size.
Upon receiving the compressed bit-stream, we can easily
extract all motion vectors. More importantly, we know to
which block at the current frame a motion vector corresponds,
what is the block size, and to which reference frame the motion
vector indicates. In our inter motion manipulation, we fix our
processing unit with the size 4 × 4. That is, if a block has a
bigger size, its motion vector is duplicated and assigned to all
processing units (of size 4 × 4) in the block. For example, a
8 × 16 block is divided into eight 4 × 4 processing units and
all units share the same motion vector.
In general, a video encoder uses the 4:2:0 YUV format for
motion prediction, where the luminance component Y is twice
of height and width as two chrominance components U and V.
In this work, we only extract motion vectors from the luminance component for the motion manipulation. The resulted
CodingFlow is resized accordingly for the chrominance
components.
There are three types of frames in video coding, i.e., I , P,
and B frames. An I-frame is regarded as the key frame. It is the
base frame that is referred by P-frames and B-frames. In our
case, the first frame is set to be I. A P-frame can refer to
its previously-coded frames (not necessarily the neighboring
frame) for motion prediction. A B-frame can refer to one
past and one future coded frames (again, not necessarily the
neighboring frames).
A. Manipulation of P-Frame
Figure 1 shows an example of inter motion manipulation
of P-frames. In this example, we show five blocks with the
same spatial location in five consecutive frames, in which the
first frame is an I-frame and the rest are P-frames. Except for
the first one, each of the other 4 blocks refers to one previous
frame for motion prediction, where the motion vectors are
indicated by solid arrows. Specifically, the first and second
blocks refer to the I-frame, the third block refers to the second
frame, and the fourth block refers to the first frame. Notice
that these referrings are generated automatically by the video
encoder because they offer the best coding performance.
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Algorithm 1 Calculate Vi,i−1 for P Frames

Algorithm 2 Calculate Vi,i−1 for B Frames

Fig. 3. Blocks in a B-frame can refer to different previous and future frames
(the light blue arrows). After the motion manipulation, all blocks point to the
previous neighboring frame (the red arrows).
Fig. 2. An example of inter motion manipulation on B-frames. A B-frame
can refer to two directions for motion predictions. In the hierarchical coding,
P-frames are coded before B-frames. The red arrow indicates the desired inter
motion at the third frame.

Our job here is to derive the desired motion vector for the
fourth block that needs to refer to the third frame (as indicated
by a red arrow).
Let us denote a motion vector as Vi, j , where i and j are
frame indexes, pointing from i to j . For the example shown
in Fig. 1, the motion vectors of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th blocks
are denoted as V2,0 , V3,2 , and V4,1 , respectively. In general,
two motion vectors can be added up:
Vi,k = Vi, j + V j,k ,

(1)

where k is another frame index (i = j = k). Similarly, we
can also perform the substraction as:
Vi, j = Vi,k − V j,k .

(2)

In the example of Fig. 1, we want to obtain the motion
vector V4,3 , which can be obtained as V4,3 = V4,0 − V3,0 ,
where V4,0 and V3,0 are dashed arrows. Although V4,0 and V3,0
do not exist in Fig. 1, they can be obtained as V4,0 =
V4,1 + V1,0 and V3,0 = V3,2 + V2,0 . Finally, V4,3 is obtained as
V4,3 = V4,1 + V1,0 − V3,2 − V2,0 .
In fact, the desired neighboring motion vector Vi,i−1
can always be obtained by manipulations of the available
motion vectors. The manipulation algorithm is summarized
as Algorithm 1.
B. Manipulation of B-Frame
We follow the hierarchical coding structure where P-frames
are encoded before B-frames. A P-frame can refer to a
previous P-frame or I-frame, but not B-frame. A B-frame can
refer to two directions or either of these two directions for
motion predictions. Fig. 2 shows an example of five blocks
of the same spatial location at two B-frames, two P-frames
and one I-frame. Again, all directional referrings as well as

the frame types are determined by the video encoder because
they provide the best coding performance. Here, our job is to
find the motion vector V3,2 indicated by the red arrow at the
third frame.
In this example, two candidates areavailable: V3,2 = V3,1 +
V1,0 − V2,0 and V3,2 = V3,1 + V1,0 − V3,4 + V4,2 + V2,0 . We
can choose the one with the shortest path or the one with
the minimum residual. The former provides the smallest shift
while the latter evaluates the quality of motion vectors. To
calculate the residual, we need to extract the residual error
from the coded residual layer and compute the sum of squared
difference (SSD) error, which is time consuming. Therefore,
we take the candidate with the shortest path. In this example,
the first candidate will be chosen.
Note that P-frames are usually separated by B-frames.
Therefore, after calculating neighboring motions of all
B-frames, bridges are built for P-frames so that all frames
can point to their previous adjacent frames. The algorithm for
manipulating B-frames is summarized as Algorithm 2.
Figure 3 shows an example of our motion manipulations.
Initially, each block in a B-frame can refer to either direction
with a different frame interval. After the manipulation, all
blocks refer to their adjacent previous frame.
C. Motion Tracking vs. Motion Profile
Before we move on to the estimation of the camera motion,
we would like to clarify the difference between motion tracking and motion accumulation. Motion tracking originates for
image features, in which features are detected on one frame
and tracked to the subsequent frames [10]. For image blocks,
tracking will lead a block to different places at different
frames. Fig. 4 (top) shows an example in which blocks move
according to their motions. Note that some blocks may move
outside of a frame, thus terminating the tracking. On the other
hand, motion accumulation always collects motions at the
same spatial location, leading to a dense coverage of the whole
frame, both spatially and temporally. Motion accumulation is
first introduced in SteadyFlow [6], where optical flows are
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Fig. 5. Left: the raw motion vectors are noisy (red arrows). Right: after a
global motion regularization.

Fig. 4. Motion tracking vs. motion profile. The top row shows an example
of the motion tracking where blocks follow their motions to different places.
Some of the blocks may move outside the frame boundary. The bottom row
shows an example of motion profile where the motion from the same location
is collected over time.

estimated between two neighboring frames and a pixel profile
is produced by collecting motions at a pixel location over
time. It has been shown in [6] that the motions recorded in
the pixel profile are quite similar to the motions obtained by
the corresponding feature tracking, assuming that the tracking
starts at the same position with the corresponding motion
within the pixel profile.
Here, we borrow the similar idea to construct a motion
profile by collecting all motion vectors obtained after the
motion manipulation described above.
IV. C ODING F LOW E STIMATION
CodingFlow is a sparse but regular grid of motions with
strong spatial smoothness, generated by manipulating the
motion vectors that are extracted from a compressed video
bitstream. In this section, we discuss how CodingFlow is
estimated and regularized.
The manipulated inter motion vectors are raw motion vectors (red arrows in Fig. 3). These raw motion vectors are
usually not applicable for video stabilization because they may
contain “errors” that are inconsistent with the camera motion.
Note that these “erroneous” motions are actually good motions
in the context of video coding, as they generate the minimum
residues. In the context of video stabilization, we consider
them as errors because they do not reveal the camera motion.
There are several reasons that these errors may occur.
First, motions extracted on the dynamic objects are certainly
inconsistent with the camera motion. Second, for textureless
regions, such as blue sky, sea, white wall, and road, no
differentiable textures exist. The block-matching algorithm for
motion estimation in these regions is not well constrained
so that a random location may provide the best match.
Third, the presence of repetitive structures might confuse the

blocking-matching. Repetitive structures have been utilized
in 3D reconstruction [36], image super-resolution [37], and
patch match for image editing [38]. They are preferred in
video coding, as they provide additional candidates during
the motion prediction. However, motions at these regions are
usually inconsistent with the camera motion. The erroneous
motions should be excluded in the video stabilization: smoothing them otherwise would introduce severe artifacts.
It is important to point out that our extensive experiments
reveal that a majority of matches does follow the camera
motion, while only a small amount of them suffers from
the inconsistency. Therefore, we can correct these erroneous
motions by the correct ones. This regularization procedure
consists of two steps, a global pre-process to reject outliers
and a local refinement to provide further regularization during
the CodingFlow estimation.
A. Global Motion Correction
We use a global homography to identify outliers. Referring
to Fig. 5 (left), outliers in the textureless regions can be identified and corrected using a global homography. In particular,
a global homography F(t) is estimated with RANSAC outlier
removal [39] using raw motions. Then, global motion vectors
at all blocks can be computed using the estimated global
homography. Specifically, we transform the center coordinates
of each block by the homography, and the global motion vector
of a block is the difference between the transformed center
and the original center. Notably, the whole frame shares a
global homography, but their global motion vectors are not the
same. For example, if a frame undergoes a clockwise in-plane
rotation, a block on the top-left moves towards the up-right
direction, but the block on the bottom-right moves towards
the bottom-left direction. As a result, each vertex has two
motion vectors, the global one and the local one. The angle
between them is calculated. If the angle is small, we retain the
local motion; otherwise we replace the local motion with the
global motion. Fig. 5 (right) shows the result after the motion
correction.
Notably, it is of particular importance to overwrite the
problematic motions before conducting the stabilization.
Fig. 6 shows two examples: with and without the global
motion correction. The first example contains some repetitive
structures (windows on the background). For a given window,
the block-matching algorithm may pick a similar but a
different window, thus yielding the motions that could not
reveal the camera motion. In the second example, the sky has
fewer textures to constrain the block-matching. Local motions
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completeness, we first describe the method of smoothing a
single camera path - similar approaches are also reported in
methods [1], [7]. Then, we describe how to smooth multiple
paths for the spatially-variant motion compensation.
A. Stabilizing Global Camera Path

Fig. 6. With and without global motion correction. (a) Without motion
correction, the stabilization results suffer from content distortions (highlighted
by the arrows). (b) Motion correction can remove such distortions effectively.

at these regions do not coincide with the camera motion.
Consequently, smoothing these erroneous motions would
lead to severe content distortions as verified by the stabilized
results. Specifically, we extracted 14080 motion vectors within
a frame for each example shown in Fig. 6. We corrected
23% and 34% of the motions for the first and the second
example. Empirically, the percentage of the correction is
scene dependent, ranging from 10% ∼ 40%. More discussions
will be given in the experiment section.
B. CodingFlow Motion Model Estimation
CodingFlow is produced at each frame. Fig. 7 shows an
example of producing the CodingFlow at one frame. Specifically, a regular grid mesh is placed onto each frame. The
motion of a block (Fig. 7(a)) is propagated to the nearby mesh
vertices (Fig. 7(b)). Each block can contribute motion vectors
to its surrounding mesh vertices. As a result, a mesh vertex
receives multiple motion vectors from the nearby blocks.
However, an unique motion vector is required for each vertex,
which is achieved by applying a median filter to all candidate
motions (Fig. 7(c)). The median filter is frequently used in
the dense optical flow estimation. It has been considered as
the secret of a high-quality optical flow estimation [40]. It not
only rejects errors but also enforces the spatial smoothness.
Here, we borrow the similar idea for our sparse motion
regularization. The final CodingFlow is generated by applying
median filters to all vertices, where each vertex is assigned
with one motion vector (Fig. 7(d)).
CodingFlow describes the camera motion between adjacent
frames. It is important to note that all motions of CodingFlow
come from the video coding. The estimation process of
CodingFlow includes a global homography estimation, some
motion assignments, and median filtering, all of them are
very efficient. No computationally expensive operations are
involved, such as feature detection and matching [41], dense
optical flow [6], or “as-similar-as-possible” mesh warping [5].
V. V IDEO S TABILIZATION
In this section, we describe how to stabilize a video after
CodingFlow is obtained for each frame. For the sake of

In the previous section, a homography F(t) between two
adjacent frames has been estimated for the global motion
correction. In fact, F(t) encodes the global camera motion
of neighboring frames. It is estimated by image features in
traditional 2D stabilization approaches [1], [5], [7]. Here, it is
obtained by manipulating motion vectors obtained from the
video coding. The camera path at the t-th frame is defined as
a concatenation of all these neighboring homographies:
C(t) = F(0)F(1) · · · F(t − 1), F(0) = I.

(3)

Given the original camera path {C(t)}, the stabilized
path {P(t)} is obtained by minimizing the energy as follows:

P(t) − C(t)2
O({P(t)}) =
t

+

 
(λt
ωt,r P(t) − P(r )2 ),
t

(4)

r∈t

radius, wt,r is a
where t denotes a temporal smoothing

Gaussian weight that is set to ex p − r − t2 /(t /3)2 , and
λt balances two terms.
The first term enforces the stabilized video staying close
to the original camera path so as to avoid some artifacts,
such as excessive cropping and wobbling. The second term
encourages the smoothness of the path. The stabilized frames
are generated by warping the input video frames using a
transform B(t), defined as B(t) = C −1 (t)P(t) [5].
The weighting coefficient λt for each frame plays an
important role for artifact suppression. If λt = 0 for all t,
the optimized path is equal to the original path. As a result,
the output video is equal to the input video, leading to no
crops and no wobbles. The method of [5] adopts an iterative
refinement approach to search for the optimal values of λt
for every frame. Initially, all λt ’s are set to 1 and Eq. (4)
is minimized. Then, the cropping of each frame is evaluated.
If some frames do not satisfy the pre-requirement, i.e., empty
region no more than 20% of a frame, the corresponding λt is
reduced by a step, e.g., 0.1, and the optimization is re-run for
another time. The process terminates until all frames satisfy
the pre-requirement.
The drawback of employing a global camera path is that
it can not handle spatially-variant motions, which is a much
desired property for high-quality stabilization, especially
for scenes with depth variations. An improved solution is
presented below.
B. Stabilizing CodingFlow
Figure 8 shows an example of CodingFlows at several video
frames. A pixel profile is produced by collecting motions at
the same pixel location over time [6]. Here, we generate pixel
profiles at mesh vertex locations. Fig. 8 shows four profiles at
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Fig. 7. The pipeline of CodingFlow estimation. A regular grid mesh is placed onto the frame. A motion vector of a block (a) is assigned to the nearby mesh
vertices (b). As a result, a mesh vertex will receive multiple motion vectors coming from its nearby blocks. (c) For each vertex, all collected motions are sent
to a median filter. The filtered result is assigned back to the vertex. (d) Repeating the same procedure for all vertices yields the final CodingFlow.

their updating vectors bi (t). At each frame, a new rectangle is
formed after the transformation of four corners, which allows
us to approximate the crops. If the crops are not satisfied, the
corresponding λt is relaxed.
VI. D ISCUSSIONS
A. Interference of Intermediate I-Frames
Fig. 8.

CodingFlow and pixel profiles extracted at mesh vertex positions.

four image corner. Profiles of the inner vertices are not shown
in the example. Camera paths are defined for each profile as:
ci (t) = f i (t) + f i (t − 1) . . . + f i (0), fi (0) = 0

(5)

where f i (t) is the motion of i -th vertex at the t-th frame. The
camera path ci (t) is the concatenated additions of all adjacent
motions. The path at i -th profile {ci (t)} is optimized as:

O({ pi (t)}) =
 pi (t) − ci (t)2
t

 
+
(λt
ωt,r  pi (t) − pi (r )2 )
t

(6)

r∈t

where { pi (t)} is the optimized profile
 of vertex position i .
Optimizing profiles over all vertices i O({ pi (t)}) yields the
optimized CodingFlows. The updating motion vector bi (t) for
each vertex is calculated as: bi (t) = pi (t) − ci (t), applying
which to all vertices yields new meshes at each frame. The
stabilized video can be obtained by image warping guided by
mesh grids.
Here, all profiles are optimized independently. Therefore,
they can be processed in parallel for an improved efficiency.
In the bundled paths approach [5], the local camera paths
are optimized with a spatial temporal optimization, where
similarity constraints between neighboring local paths are
enforced. It is easy to understand that if the estimated flow
is smooth spatially, the neighboring local profiles are quite
similar. As such, it becomes unnecessary to enforce additional
spatial similarities. More discussions will be given in the next
section.
All profiles share the same λt for each frame. Similarly,
the iterative refinement approach is adopted. Previously, the
homography-based camera path is used for the evaluation
of image crops. Here, four pixel profiles at four corners
are used for evaluations. Specifically, after the optimization
of Eq. (6), we take the profiles at four corners and calculate

The first frame is an I-frame and will always be encoded
with the intra mode. However, other intermediate I-frames
would cause some troubles because each I-frame is isolated
from its previous frames so that no motion vectors can be
extracted from the coded bitstream. In this case, we go back
to employ the traditional method, i.e., to detect image features
between an intermediate I-frame and its previous adjacent
frame. Then, its CodingFlow is estimated by motions that are
induced by a global homography.
B. Interference of Intra Mode
In video coding, some blocks of a P or B frame may
choose the intra coding mode, i.e., no motion compensation is
needed, which means that no motion vector is available. The
corresponding blocks are referred to as intra blocks. Because
of these intra blocks, some vertices do not receive any motion
vectors. In this case, the global motion will be assigned. If the
majority of blocks in a frame (e.g., over 50%) are intra blocks,
the CodingFlow estimation would become inaccurate. Then,
this frame will be treated as an intermediate I-frame. From
our experiments, the percentage of intra blocks of one frame
is normally within 10%.
C. Flow Comparisions
We compare our CodingFlow with some existing methods
to validate its effectiveness. We show two examples in the
Fig. 9: the first example is dynamic and the second example
is static. We show the Bundled-paths [5] (Fig. 9(b)), the
SteadyFlow [6] (Fig. 9(c)), the MeshFlow [35] (Fig. 9(d)),
and our CodingFlow (Fig. 9(e)), where the Bundled-paths,
the MeshFlow, and the CodingFlow have been interpolated
into dense motion fields for visual comparisons. We also
show the warping errors in terms of SSD, labeled on the
top-left of each flow. Directly smoothing raw optical flow
can cause distortions, especially at the discontinuous motion
boundaries. The video stabilization methods prefer a spatiallysmooth flow field instead of flow fields with rich motion
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Fig. 9. Comparison of motion fields. (a) are two consecutive frames. (b) the interpolated dense motion field produced by the Bundled-paths [5]. (c) the
SteadyFlow [6]. (d) the interpolated dense motion field by MeshFlow [35]. (e) our interpolated CodingFlow for the visual comparisons. The numbers on the
top-left show the warping errors.
TABLE I

TABLE II

T HE P ROCESSING S PEED (P ER F RAME ) OF VARIOUS M ETHODS

T HE AVERAGED N UMBER OF J UMPS D URING M OTION A CCUMULATIONS

details and motion edges. A detailed discussion regarding the
motion field for stabilization can be found in [6]. As can
be seen, our CodingFlow is quite similar when compared
with other approaches. Similar results have also been obtained
nearly in all our experiments. While our approach produces
motion fields whose spatial variations have been smoothed
to a certain extent, it neither relies on image features nor
builds upon expensive dense optical flows, thus facilitating
the implementation by various levels of portable hardware.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
We run our method on a labtop with an Intel i7 2.5GHz CPU
and 16G RAM. We record the speed of the components in
stabilization. For a frame with resolution 720 × 480 and mesh
resolution 16 × 16, our un-optimized C++ implementation
can process a frame in around 18ms. Specifically, we spend
3ms, 2ms, 2ms, 8ms, and 3ms for the motion manipulation,
global motion correction, coding flow estimation, smoothing,
and frame rendering, respectively.
Table I shows the speed of some other approaches for a
comparison. The bottle neck of the Epipolar and Bundled
approaches is the tracking of image features. The estimation
of a dense optical flow required by SteadyFlow is also very
expensive computationally. On the other hand, MeshFlow and
our approach can achieve a similar speed, which is much
faster. While MeshFlow implements the feature tracking very
efficiently on a PC, many functions/processing involved in
MeshFlow are not easy to be transferred into other platforms (such as embedded ones) to maintain the same quality
and efficiency. On the contrary, video decoding has become
compulsory in nearly all video-related applications. So far,
a lot more efforts have been put on implementing various
functions/processing of video decoding on different platforms,
which can thus be utilized directly in our CodingFlow. Finally,
note that we do not count the run time of video decoding
in Table I as all approaches compared here require the same
decoding if the input video is given in a coded format.

We perform various experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and strength of our method. The video examples
(totally 28 video clips) are collected from public datasets that
are gathered from [5]–[7], [11]. Figure 10 shows the thumbnails of these video clips. We conduct two types of experiments to evaluate the intrinsic properties of our CodingFlow,
following which the quality of stabilization is evaluated in
terms of some objective metrics.
A. Number of Motion Accumulations
Our motion manipulation presented earlier requires to accumulate inter motions, including motion additions and subtractions, such that all motions of blocks in one frame only refer to
its adjacent previous frame. It is worth to note that the number
of accumulations is critical. A large number may introduce
some drifting errors, leading to the inaccuracy. Without any
manipulations, the number is 1. One addition or subtraction
will increase the number by 1. Table II summarizes the
averaged numbers of all blocks in all frames of each example.
As can be seen, the number is quite small, indicating that
the encoder tends to search adjacent neighboring frames for
inter motion prediction, which is a very nice property for our
motion manipulation.
B. Valid Inter Motions
An inter motion is considered as a valid motion as long as it
passes the global motion correction. In other words, if a motion
vector contributes itself to the estimation of the Codingflow, it
is treated as a valid motion, thought it might be discarded by
the median filter. The global motion correction rejects errors
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Video thumbnails. Please refer to the project page for the videos and stabilized results. http://www.liushuaicheng.org/TIP/CodingFlow/index.html.

TABLE III

TABLE IV

T HE P ERCENTAGE OF VALID I NTER M OTION OF THE 28 E XAMPLES

T HE AVERAGED WARPING SSD E RRORS OF THE 28 E XAMPLES
BY B UNDLED -PATHS [5], S TEADYFLOW [6],
M ESH F LOW [35], AND O UR M ETHOD

that are totally inconsistent with the camera motion while the
median filters smooth out noises for an improved accuracy.
We summarize the percentage of valid inter motions of the
28 examples in Table III. In each example, we record the
validity of each frame and take the average of all frames for
the final values. The validity varies from 60% to 85%, with
the lowest value 62% at Example 8 and the highest value 85%
at Examples 13 and 21. Note that Example 8 contains a
large portion of stairs - the repetitive structure that confuses
the block-matching algorithm; whereas Examples 13 and 21
are full of differentiable textures that facilitate the blockmatching. In contrast, the lack of rich textures can lead to
a low percentage, such as Examples 22 (ice ground) and
7 (blue sky). In Example 22, apart from poor textures, the
background that moves dramatically further decreases the
motion validity. Note that thumbnails in Fig. 10 may not
retain sufficient information of the video. Please refer to the
project page for these videos with a more thorough impression.
C. Warping Errors
We evaluate the quality of the motion estimation in terms
of warping errors. Here, we warp the frame at t towards the
frame at t − 1 according to the CodingFlow of the t-th frame.
The averaged SSD errors are calculated between two frames.
We skip the frame boundaries to exclude any black regions.
We average all SSD errors from all frames for each example.
Table IV summarizes the averaged SSD errors. We also

compute the warping errors of Bundled-paths [5],
SteadyFlow [6], and MeshFlow [35] for comparisons.
As shown by Table IV, our performance is comparable with
these existing approaches. The performance of SteadyFlow is
slightly better than the others. The Bundled-paths approach
adopts SURF features for the as-similar-as-possible mesh
warps, while SteadyFlow calculates dense optical flow as the
motion sources and MeshFlow tracks image features. Our
CodingFlow is light-weight, neither requires external motion
calculations nor minimizes the least squares for mesh rigidity
regularization, yet produces comparable results in terms of
the registration quality.
D. Objective Evaluations
To evaluate the quality of stabilization, we adopt three
objective metrics: cropping ratio, distortion, and stability,
which are proposed in [5]. For a good result, these metrics
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Fig. 11.

Quantitative evaluations of 12 examples using objective metrics.

should be close to 1. For the sake of completeness, we first
describe these metrics briefly in the following.
1) Cropping Ratio: Evaluates the effective area after
cropping away black boundaries. A larger ratio means less
cropping. It is estimated by finding a homography between
every input and output frames. The cropping ratio of each
frame is estimated by the scale component of the homography.
The smallest ratio is adopted as the final cropping ratio.
2) Distortion Score: Evaluates the wobble distortion of stabilized frames. Similarly, a homography is estimated between
the input and output frames. Then, the distortion score is
estimated from the anisotropic scaling of the homography.
In particular, it is computed by the ratio of the two largest
eigenvalues of the affine part from the homography. Similarly,
the worst score is adopted as the distortion score.
3) Stability Score: Evaluates the smoothness of the stabilized video. The vertex profiles are extracted from the
stabilized video for the evaluation. Specifically, we analyze
each vertex profile in the frequency domain. We take a few of
the lowest frequencies (2nd to 6th) and calculate the energy
percentage over full frequencies (without DC component). The
final score is obtained by averaging from all profiles.
We choose 12 out of all 28 examples (Fig. 10) and compare
our method with the methods of [3], [5], [6], and [11]. The
results of other approaches are either collected from their
project pages or produced by ourselves. For videos that do
not provide the results, we leave them blank. As illustrated
by Fig. 11, our method can produce comparable, sometimes
superior, results when compared with these state-of-the-art stabilization methods. Most importantly, except for our method,

Fig. 12.

Some failure cases. (Lack of the valid inter motions).

all other methods relay on image features for motion estimation. On the other hand, our method has effectively utilized the
involved video coding that automatically provides necessary
motion vectors. Therefore, it has avoided the time-consuming
process for feature detecting, matching, and tracking nearly
completely for all frames (except intermediate I-frames and
some bad P or B frames).
E. Failure Cases
When the number of inter motions corresponding to the
camera motion is insufficient, our system may fail. In general,
the inter motion validity percentage needs to stay above 50%
for a successful stabilization. Though a very low validity
happens rarely, it does exist in some extreme cases, such as
filming a purely white wall or shaking dramatically. Fig. 12
shows three failure cases. The first one was captured in a
corridor with three white walls. The second one was shot
at a flying drone with textureless backgrounds. The third
one contains periods with sudden dramatic shakes. All these
examples yield poor inter motions, stabilizing which would
lead to wobble distortions (the first two cases) and unstable
motions (the third case).
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a video stabilization approach that
utilizes the involved video coding for the recovery of camera motions. In our method, block-based motion vectors are
extracted directly from the coded video bitstream, and then
manipulated to refer only to its previous adjacent frames.
A novel CodingFlow is estimated from the manipulated motion
vectors such that a sparse motion field is obtained to describe
spatially-variant motions for a high-quality video stabilization.
Numerious experiments as well as quantitative evaluations are
conducted, which shows the effectiveness of our proposed
method with comparisons to several state-of-the-art methods.
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